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Multiple-choice poll

Regarding Mobility & Clean Transportation, to
achieve Greater Boston's climate, health &
equity goals, a critical obstacle to collectively
overcome in 12 months is _________
(1/2)

0 3 9

"Passing comprehensive, equitable permitting reform legislation."
- Jeffrey Roy, MA House of Representatives

28 %

"A lack of dynamic grid management to securely monitor all
components in near real time and to support dynamic demand." -
Erik Varney, Verizon

8 %

"Defining an approved forecasting methodology that enables
anticipatory planning for EV spot loads." - Colette Lamontagne,
National Grid

41 %



Multiple-choice poll

Regarding Mobility & Clean Transportation, to
achieve Greater Boston's climate, health &
equity goals, a critical obstacle to collectively
overcome in 12 months is _________
(2/2)

0 3 9

"Making electric vehicles accessible to LMI customers and finding
a way to do this at scale." - Tilak Subrahmanian, Eversource

13 %

"Acceptance and adoption." - Herbert Pruitt, BJ's Wholesale Club
10 %



Multiple-choice poll

Task Force Milestone Voting (1/3)

Did the 22Q4 Clean Transportation Task Force
achieve its milestone?

0 2 7

Yes
89 %

No
0 %

Unsure
11 %



Multiple-choice poll

Task Force Milestone Voting (2/3)

Did the MGB Hydrogen Task Force achieve its
milestone?

0 2 5

Yes
56 %

No
4 %

Unsure
40 %



Multiple-choice poll

Task Force Milestone Voting (3/3)

Did the Boston 23Q3 Grid Modernization Task
Force achieve its milestone?

0 2 5

Yes
80 %

No
0 %

Unsure
20 %



Wordcloud poll

Are you willing to join the Boston 23Q4 Mobility
& Clean Transportation Task Force? If yes,
please write your name.

0 1 1

Yes
Sean Tully - Eversource

Rob DiAdamo
Rhys Webb

Lillian Picchione

James Goudreau

Herb Pruitt

Gordon Williams

Colette Lamontagne

Christine Cole

Bob Kirslis

Alistair Pim



Rating poll

Post Event Survey (1/5)

How likely are you to recommend AEG events?
(5 = very likely)

0 1 3

Score: 4.5

0%

1

8%

2

8%

3

8%

4

77%

5



Wordcloud poll

Post Event Survey (2/5)

In one word, how would you describe your
experience?

0 1 3

awesome
Enlightening

Engaging
motivating

Tunnelvision

Mixed

Inspiring

Exciting

Enjoyable

Engaged



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(1/3)

0 0 8

AEG brings together so many

diverse perspectives. I always

discover new ways to perceive and

understand the challenges we are

all working to solve.

AEG is a great platform for problem

solving in a collaborative manner. It

brings industry, government and

community together in the same

room which in a productive friendly

environment.

Christopher Andrade

Awesome event with incredibly

smart people. It was great that

those in the room had to commit to

solving the task that was developed

and set a 90 day and 12 month plan.

Being able to listen and directly

discuss with so many industry

leaders and highly intelligent

individuals is a fantastic

opportunity. It was a privilege to

play a part Bobby Butler

This conversation would



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(2/3)

0 0 8

yield better results if tables had

more time to develop our own gaps

to work on. We voted on obstacles

that had already been decided

instead of talking about obstacles

together. This would require

a lengthier day, but would elicit

more nuanced obstacles by

incorporating greater stakeholder

perspective. This space represents

a major opportunity for innovation

and greater group development

would foster better ideas. - Seth

Gadbois

It was great discussing with

decision makers across the country!

AEG events are always a good place

to meet and engage with people

that are keen to work on urgent

problems that combine themes of

equity, energy, health and climate



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(3/3)

0 0 8

Critical conversations- thank you for

convening.



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (4/5)

Any suggestions?
(1/2)

0 0 5

More elected rep involvement - we

are at the point where legislation

will be needed to drive change.

none

Above. Thank you for hosting. I did

get value out of this event and

would like to attend again on behalf

of CLF.

The format of the first half of the

event is useful. It's good to hear

from different stakeholders

what they see as the key issue

facing us on a particular topic. With

that said, I really struggle with the

format of the second half. We're

tackling really thorny issues and it

feels rushed and not useful to try

and come up with a solution in 20

minutes that would require

additional work from all of us on top



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (4/5)

Any suggestions?
(2/2)

0 0 5

of our actual day jobs. No matter

what my table discussed, it felt

unrealistic, and despite the great

people at the table, we didn't have

the key expertise or representation

from key entities to have a useful

conversation on the topic. I would

prefer a more general group

discussion on the chosen problem

statement and more time for

networking.

Provide a break in the middle of the

session.



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (5/5)

What song should be added to the soundtrack
for todays workshop?

0 0 5

Rise (Katy Perry)

no idea

Stick Season

Shipping off to Boston

Don’t stop believing!


